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L A U R E N  R E A
THE NEWSBOY’S GOOD DEED :  
BILLIKEN  MAGAZINE’S CONSTRUCTION  
OF ARGENTINE CHILDHOOD IN 1942
A Well-Deserved Prize
The boy, Luis Román, student of School No. 14 of School Council IV, 
situated on 1136 Necochea Street, who sells newspapers after school, 
found a wallet containing 276 pesos which he swiftly handed in to 
Police Station No. 24.  .  .  . This gesture, especially notable coming 
from a canillita (newsboy), has been duly rewarded by the President 
of the above School Council IV, Dr. Juan de Simone, who has sent 
the director of the aforementioned school the five volumes of Vida 
espiritual (Spiritual Life) by the well-known author Constancio C. 
Vigil, to reward the boy’s pleasant attitude and to whom said prize 
has been awarded in the presence of all the school’s students and of 
the director of the same, Juan P. Herrero.
— El Nacional de Boca y Barracas, Capital Federal  
(City of Buenos Aires).1
his story of Luis Román’s good deed, published in Billiken magazine on 
September 14, 1942, in a small frame within a serialized story, opens a win-
dow onto the wider sociocultural significance of this children’s weekly and its 
constructions of Argentine childhood. Taking Luis Román’s story as a starting 
point, this article will analyze Billiken’s editorial construction of childhood at 
this time using historical contextualization to explore the competing discourses 
that are packaged within this commercial product. Billiken’s layout presents the 
magazine to its readers as an object of children’s culture that is both ephem-
eral and material, and explicitly differentiated from the book-as-artifact. The 
magazine can be read as a vehicle for a specific editorial message that seeks 
to guide, or control, the child reader, yet it is also a multimodal text inviting 
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reader exploration and interaction. This hybrid nature, further complicated by 
founder Constancio C. Vigil’s complex trajectory of engagement with Argentine 
philosophical and pedagogical movements, reveals the magazine’s multilay-
ered approach to Billiken’s child readers, who are simultaneously imagined as 
subjects to be guided to their full adult potential, as autonomous participants 
in the making of their own culture, and as modern consumers. As a magazine 
that seeks to both entertain and educate, Billiken’s literary content becomes a 
site from which these different tensions emerge. While Billiken’s importance to 
Argentine cultural history has been duly recognized, the magazine’s popular 
literary content has been overlooked, from both an editorial and academic 
point of view, in favor of the magazine’s educational content. This article seeks 
to redress this balance and to uncover the contribution that Billiken can make to 
the study of Argentine childhood.2
Constancio C. Vigil, a Uruguayan children’s writer and publishing entre-
preneur, founded Editorial Atlántida in Buenos Aires, Argentina, in 1918 and 
began publishing Billiken the following year. Billiken has appeared nearly every 
week since November 1919 and holds a privileged—and sometimes divi-
sive—place in the national consciousness, as it has accompanied generations 
of Argentine children in their schooling.3 As a “revista para niños” (magazine 
for children), Billiken places as much value on entertainment as on education. 
Billiken was at the vanguard of the latest technology and printing techniques; 
it offered a visually innovative design, published the latest comics, and trans-
lated stories from popular European children’s publications, even as critics 
have noted the tension between its modern presentation and its traditional 
or conservative content.4 Billiken was founded as a literary publication in the 
spirit of other dedicated children’s magazines published on both sides of the 
Atlantic as higher-quality alternatives to the dime novels in the United States 
and the penny dreadfuls in Great Britain. A note in Billiken in 1932, accom-
panying a story by M. Wynne, an author originally published in the British 
boys’ magazine Chums (1892–1934), reassured parents that everything appear-
ing in Billiken has been carefully selected from a moral and religious point of 
view, and “the fact that it appears in this magazine is the best guarantee that 
it contains nothing which could be harmful to thrill-seeking children drawn 
to highly harmful reading.” The leading example of children’s literary pub-
lications in the United States, St. Nicholas, is also the most similar in outlook 
to Billiken. Edited by Mary Maples Dodge from 1873 to 1905, St. Nicholas dis-
tinguished itself as a high-quality publication that transmitted the belief that 
children’s participation in consumer culture need not be a source of anxiety but 
could instead “facilitate moral and social progress.”5
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Although the influence of the United States is most visible at the time of 
Billiken’s founding, it is not clear whether Constancio C. Vigil was aware of 
or inspired by children’s publications from that country. It was Kansas City 
illustrator Florence Pretz who patented the design for the Billiken figurine 
in 1908, and the craze for products in the image of this commercial “god” or 
Figure 1. The cover of Billiken’s first issue, 19 November, 1919.
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good-luck charm peaked in the first decade of the twentieth century. A less 
well-known connection to the United States is that J. C. Leyendecker provided, 
presumably unwittingly, the image for the now iconic cover of Billiken’s first 
issue. Leyendecker’s rough-and-tumble boy, fresh from the football field, 
first appeared on the cover of the Saturday Evening Post in November 1914. 
In Billiken, both the name and the image are domesticated: “Billiken” is pro-
nounced in Argentine Spanish as [bi鍵’iken], and in the image the boy’s hair has 
been darkened, the team flag changed, and the face guard, held in the original 
in the boy’s left hand, has been removed, transforming the sport from football 
to soccer. The boy’s defiant stance remains, however, and Billiken launched with 
an image of rebellious and modern childhood, and with a name that signals an 
outward-looking, popular approach.6
CHILDREN IN SCHOOL AND ON THE STREET: THE NEWSBOY 
AND THE DEBATE OVER CHILDREN’S “NATURE”
By 1942, when Luis found and returned the wallet, Billiken was a well- 
established presence in both the home and school life of its readers. From 1937 
onward, Billiken transitioned into an unofficial partner of Argentina’s National 
Education Council, with each educational page framed by the school grade to 
which it pertained, facilitating the magazine’s use as a teaching resource. In the 
1940s, its educational content included history, geography, science, and literacy, 
all attractively presented with numerous colorful illustrations. Each issue also 
contained craft-based activities, some of which involved using the magazine 
itself as material for cutting, sticking, and coloring in, alongside comic strips, 
short stories, and serialized stories. The paid circulation of 139,500 in November 
1939 jumped to 200,000 by November 1943, with a total readership five times 
that, if Billiken’s own calculation is applied. Isabella Cosse uses documents 
from the National Education Council to determine that there were 2,259,010 
Argentine children of school age (between six and thirteen) in 1938, 80 percent 
of whom attended school.7
Luis’s story first appeared in a local newspaper, with Luis’s reward of 
Constancio C. Vigil’s Vida espiritual providing the only link to Billiken. It was 
sufficient for Billiken first to co-opt Luis and his story, and subsequently to 
promote the carrying out of similar good deeds to the readership. Luis’s rela-
tionship to Billiken was omitted from the note and no information was offered 
regarding whether he read the magazine or whether he was pleased to have 
received Vida espiritual as a reward. The note states that Luis was in fourth 
grade, so if he had followed a normal progression through school, although this 
is by no means guaranteed, he would be around ten years old in 1942. That Luis 
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and his contemporaries were in school was the result of Law 1420 from 1884, 
which established the principle of free, compulsory, and lay public schooling, 
and aimed to legitimize the state while integrating the vast numbers of children 
from immigrant families. Following independence in 1810 and a civil war that 
only ended in 1860, the political and cultural struggle for Argentine national 
identity developed into a nation-building project that continued into the twen-
tieth century.8 Law 1420 was the work of Domingo Faustino Sarmiento, presi-
dent of Argentina from 1868 to 1874, and director of schools for the province 
of Buenos Aires from 1879 to 1882. In the following quotation from Sarmiento’s 
foundational text Facundo: Civilization and Barbarism (1845), the use of an infancy 
metaphor reveals Sarmiento’s position on actual children: “Nations, in their 
infancy, are children who foresee nothing, who know nothing, and men of 
much foresight and much knowledge must serve as their fathers.” Elsewhere, 
Sarmiento considered the child to be an “incomplete being” due to a lack of 
reasoning capability. In an inversion of the Rousseauian idea of the innocent 
child, tied to nature and corrupted by society, Sarmiento’s dichotomy identified 
children as inherently barbarous and in need of the civilizing and domesticat-
ing influence of school, which creates obedient students who will grow into 
disciplined citizens. 9
It is likely that Luis had a family home, as he attended a regular (as opposed 
to an institutional) school but, as a newsboy, he did not conform to Billiken’s tar-
geted readership. Paula Bontempo identifies Billiken’s readers as “hijos- alumnos” 
(schoolchildren with parents) as opposed to the “menores” (minors) who had 
developed as a separate category of children due to the very law that was 
passed to protect them. From 1919, the same year Billiken was first published, 
the law concerning the Patronage of Minors gave the state control over children 
living on the street or in institutions. Luis Román represented a third category, 
defined by Bontempo as the “niño-hijo trabajador” (working child with family), 
as he moved between school and work, and between the home and the street. 
By emphasizing Luis’s identity as a “canillita” (newsboy), the article reprinted 
in Billiken referenced the complex cultural history of the newsboy in Argentina. 
The term “canillita” was popularized by Florencio Sánchez’s 1904 one-act play 
of the same name. As the diminutive of canilla (shin), the most likely explana-
tion of the term’s origin references the poverty of the newsboys, whose shins 
were visible as they grew out of their trousers. The eponymous protagonist of 
Canillita was a lovable rogue, selling newspapers to support his family, as his 
abusive father did not work.10
Similarly favorable portrayals of newsboys were common in stories pub-
lished in official school reading books for primary school children. Carolina 
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Zapiola identifies one such text—Felisa Latallarda’s Hogar y Patria (Home and 
Fatherland) from 1916, and the story “Disinterest and Patriotism” in which a 
newsboy finds and returns a bulging wallet. Mariano Ben Plotkin cites a chapter 
included in Juan Jáuregui’s Sé bueno—a third-grade reading book first published 
in 1930, with sixteen editions to 1945—in which a newsboy returned a briefcase 
full of money and was rewarded with a job as a messenger at the Jockey Club. 
What Plotkin does not tell us is that Sé bueno featured the real story of newsboy 
Antonio Sigimbosco, who found and returned the staggering amount of 10,000 
pesos. The reading, entitled “Alma limpia” (“Pure soul”), offered a brief sketch 
that emphasized Antonio’s “modest” family circumstances and the “purity” of 
his conscience. More details can be gleaned from Billiken’s two-page coverage 
of Antonio’s visit to Editorial Atlántida, where Carlos Vigil spoke of the news-
boy’s honorable conduct when presenting him with a watch and gold chain, 
to add to the 400 pesos he had received from the money’s owner. Both the Sé 
bueno and the Billiken accounts placed particular emphasis on the good example 
Antonio provided for other children.11
Luis Román, in returning the wallet, knowingly or unknowingly reenacted 
these real and fictional stories, inserting himself into a tradition of favorable 
representations of newsboys promoted by the educational establishment. The 
judgment made in the newspaper, that Luis’s actions were all the more impres-
sive as he was a newsboy, evoked the wider discourse on children’s nature, and 
rejected the positivist link that had been made between the street and juvenile 
delinquency.12 By placing Luis within the wider cultural history of the canil-
lita, his story can be read as an exhortation of the value of schooling, which 
propelled Luis to engage in this act of civilized citizenry. Billiken promoted the 
magazine’s engagement with this civilizing mission and Luis’s story was pre-
sented as a morality tale compatible with Billiken’s didactic editorial line.
BILLIKEN ’S PEDAGOGICAL, PHILOSOPHICAL, AND  
POLITICAL TR AJECTORY: FROM THE “NEW SCHOOL” 
MOVEMENT TO CATHOLIC NATIONALISM
Having co-opted Luis into Billiken, the magazine then took ownership over 
another child’s good deed by publishing, the following week, on the same page 
and framed within the same serialized story, this note:
The Good Example Spreads
Juan Carlos Scandura, aged 10, student of School No. 8, 4th grade, afternoon 
session, of School Council IV, situated on 254 Benito Pérez Galdós street, 
found a bond certificate from the Argentine Anonymous Savings and 
Capitalization Society with a value of 1000 pesos, and handed it in to his 
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teacher. The School management then sent it to School Council IV which 
oversaw its remittance to Police Station No. 24.
In order to reward his honesty, Dr. Juan de Simone gave the boy Scandura 
the five volumes of Vida espiritual by Constancio C. Vigil.
The lost bond certificate belonged to Mr. Juan Serabia of 1339 Necochea 
Street.
This child is from the same School Council IV as Luis Román, of whom we 
spoke last week as he had handed in a wallet containing 276 pesos.
Here we have evidence of the powerful influence of the good example and 
of the work that Dr. Simone is carrying out with children, another man con-
vinced that, just as can be read in El Erial (The Fallow Land): “The problems 
of humanity have to be resolved in the child, because in the man, for good 
or for ill, they are already resolved.”13
In this Billiken-authored note, Constancio C. Vigil’s influence is extended 
through the citing of his work El Erial, first published in 1915, with thirty 
Spanish editions to 1985 and published in English in 1946. The closing quota-
tion is consonant with the founding principles of the Argentine public school 
system, which placed its hope in the incoming generations that would benefit 
from a collective experience of schooling. Much of El Erial, however, keeps nei-
ther with these founding principles, nor with the contemporary political context 
of 1942. El Erial is a hybrid text divided into letters, parables, and prayers, and 
it was written as a pacifist response to World War I. Vigil was nominated for 
the Nobel Peace Prize in 1936, and other influences present in this text include 
the Pan-Latin Americanism of José Enrique Rodó, US political economist Henry 
George’s theory of a single tax on land, and the spiritualism of German philoso-
pher Karl Christian Krause. It was through Krause that Argentine pedagogues 
began to place children at the center of educational discourses, displacing the 
focus on the teacher. According to Sandra Carli, Krausism conceptualized chil-
dren as subjects “linked to the divine order and to the goodness of nature.” This 
was in contrast to the positivist-influenced principles of the teacher-training 
normal schools, first established by Sarmiento in 1869, that viewed children’s 
nature as inherently savage.14
The Argentine version of the New School movement developed from con-
cerns that the “nature” of children and their “spirituality” had been absent from 
pedagogic thought; it aimed to promote an alternative, child-centered approach 
to learning that valued child autonomy and spontaneity. Vigil is linked to this 
movement, which, in the 1920s, led to some localized experimentation in teach-
ing methods and curricula but had little impact on educational reform. The 
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New School movement reimagined children as children, and as subjects within 
a family unit, rather than as future citizens valued in terms of their adult poten-
tial and subject to the authority of the teacher, the school, and the nation.15 This 
movement was in dialogue with the political and social modernization that 
took Hipólito Yrigoyen of the Radical party to power in 1916. His election was 
thanks to the 1912 Sáenz Peña law, which guaranteed compulsory, secret, and 
“universal” suffrage (however, this excluded women and immigrants).16 The 
first two decades of Billiken coincided with what Beatriz Sarlo has called Buenos 
Aires’s “peripheral modernity,” during which changes in the urban landscape 
affected the lived experience of the city. At this time, the rise in literacy rates 
coupled with advances in printing technology to fuel the expansion of the pub-
lishing market, and Billiken was one of many new publications that conveyed 
this increasingly modern and cosmopolitan Buenos Aires.17 As the Argentine 
New School movement sought a more democratic role for children, advocating 
for them to be included in the cultural scene, Billiken answered the call, offering 
its child readers a commercial product through which to access and participate 
in Argentina’s emerging modernity.
Constancio C. Vigil’s understanding of children can be glimpsed in his 1930 
manifesto, “El niño argentino” (“The Argentine Child”), which layered influ-
ences from the New School movement with competing pedagogical discourses. 
In Vigil’s manifesto, the Argentine child was defined as belonging principally 
to the family rather than to the nation or the school (“brings constant joy to his 
parents”), was a child of nature (“loves the trees and the birds”), took responsi-
bility for his own learning (“divides time for studying from time for playing”), 
and while the child was conscious of their future role (“intends to work hard 
when he is a man”) and the need to be a disciplined citizen (“knows that to 
love the Fatherland is to be honorable and good”), there was no mention of 
religion.18 This was a reflection of Vigil’s Krause-influenced spiritualism and 
anticlericalism, but it was surprising given that Vigil was awarded the Gold 
Papal Lateran Cross in 1949 and is remembered today as a Catholic writer. 
“The Argentine Child” appeared only twice—just a few months after the 
military coup d’état of September 1930 that overthrew Yrigoyen and signaled a 
rupture with the nation-building discourse that liberal governments had been 
cultivating since 1860. The ensuing “infamous decade” (1930–43) was a period 
of conservative restoration characterized by electoral fraud. During this time, 
schools were once again charged with the creation of future citizens and the 
constitutional laicism of the public school system was overturned. The church 
was authorized to direct children’s moral destiny in a move that reflected the 
rise of Catholic nationalism in the 1930s.19 The pedagogical experimentation of 
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the 1920s, with its emphasis on child autonomy, was stifled and Vigil’s mani-
festo was incompatible with the new political climate.
Vigil may have jettisoned his 1930 manifesto, but by publishing two editions 
of El Erial in 1942 and three in 1943, Editorial Atlántida persisted in bringing 
Vigil’s earlier philosophical and pedagogical influences to new generations of 
readers. Vida espiritual is another of Vigil’s works that was potentially anachro-
nistic post-1930. The content of this text, which constructed morality tales from 
examples of children’s behavior, was based on Christian spiritualism rather 
than the increasingly nationalist Catholic orientation of the “infamous decade.” 
Nevertheless, by 1942 Editorial Atlántida had ensured the collection’s place in 
the new political context by marketing it as a gift both for the Day of the Virgin 
(December 8)—inserting it into the Catholic calendar—and for children’s first 
communion, offering an alternative to the traditional gift of a Bible.20
In 1942, Argentina’s neutral status in World War II was just one of the 
destabilizing factors precipitating the end of the “infamous decade.” In 1940, 
conservative democrat president Roberto M. Ortiz had passed control onto 
his archconservative and nationalist vice-president, Ramón Castillo, due to 
ill health. The rise in nationalism during the “infamous decade” was another 
destabilizing factor, one that contributed to the rise of Perón, who was elected 
just three years after the 1943 coup. Matthew B. Karush successfully demon-
strates how the “mass-cultural nation-building” of the 1930s achieved through 
domestic radio and cinema helped to shape the politics of the 1940s. According 
to Karush, Perón politicized the melodramatic discourses found in 1930s mass 
culture, casting urban workers in the role of the good poor, struggling against 
the evil rich, and empowering them to overcome through his program of “social 
justice.”21 Even though Billiken offered a different, middle-class worldview, it 
was not entirely incompatible with Peronism, a movement eclectic in nature 
and replete with unreconciled tensions. Elements of the Peronist program that 
could traditionally be found in Billiken included: the use of Argentine history 
for an explanation (or legitimization) of a contemporary political or social 
position; the identification of children as future citizens; the recognition of the 
role of education to guide children in a desired direction; and, initially at least, 
an elevation of the church to a more prominent role in a constitutionally lay 
society. Billiken, however, did not presage Peronism in the same way as other 
products of mass and popular culture. In the years immediately preceding the 
rise of Perón, Billiken maintained its conservatism, offering a paternalistic view 
of figures such as the newsboy unchanged since the 1920s, continuing to refer-
ence the anachronistic El Erial, and persisting in publishing fiction in the style 
of interwar stories found in British boys’ story papers.
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CONSTRUCTING HIER ARCHIES OF LITER ATURE:  
FROM THE POPULAR TO THE EDIFYING
Luis and Juan Carlos’s good deeds were printed alongside one such popular 
story. The notes relating to both boys appeared in frames interrupting “El 
halcón negro” (“The Black Hawk”), a serialized story that ran for a year from 
December 1941.22 Billed as an “emocionante novela de aventuras” (exciting 
adventure novel) and set in seventeenth-century England and the Caribbean, 
this coming-of-age story followed a young English hero, Martin Palmer, as he 
fought and ultimately vanquished the barbarous pirate known as The Black 
Hawk. “El halcón negro” had no acknowledged author and was typical, in 
both plot and writing style, of the adventure stories from the European pub-
lications that Billiken had been publishing for the previous two decades. From 
1935 onward, author names were increasingly absent and the proportion of 
locally authored stories increased, particularly during World War II, when the 
procurement of European stories was hindered. The conclusion reached fol-
lowing extensive, although not exhaustive, research, is that this was a locally 
authored story.
“El halcón negro” exhibits themes that Kelly Boyd identifies in British boys’ 
stories of the interwar years: setting abroad as a stage to test and then mold the 
young hero’s character, serving as a “forge for manliness” and training him for 
his future role; the return home and the abandoning of boyhood adventures 
to enter into adulthood as a useful servant of the Empire.23 After defeating the 
pirate, Martin embarked on a career in the Royal Navy but not before discover-
ing that the treasure sought in the Caribbean had been hidden in the founda-
tions of his family home in England all along. “El halcón negro” and the British 
stories it imitates are concerned with the formation of future citizens and loy-
alty to the motherland (or, in the case of Argentina, the “patria” or fatherland). 
While these themes were not out of place in the similarly patriotic Billiken, the 
setting of the story muddled the message and it was problematic that these 
British adventure stories, whether traceable or apocryphal, that promoted the 
values of the British Empire appeared in an Argentine children’s publication at 
a time when Argentina’s unequal economic relationship to Britain was fueling 
a rise in nationalist sentiment.24
Even if “El halcón negro” was politically and geographically incongruous 
for Argentina in 1942, its pirate theme was very much in vogue. The Hollywood 
pirate films The Sea Hawk (1940) and The Black Swan (1942, based on a Rafael 
Sabatini novel) were both shown in Argentina, and the pirate stories of Sabatini 
and Emilio Salgari were published throughout the 1940s.25 It is precisely the 
popularity of these adventure stories that allowed Billiken to present them in the 
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most perfunctory manner. In “El halcón negro,” no thought was given to natu-
ral breaks in the text, and the reader could be two lines into a paragraph when 
“to be continued” appeared. There was no attempt to engage in what Jesús 
Martín Barbero calls “forms of seduction of the reader,” inherent in the weekly, 
episodic, and open structure of serial fiction, which allow the writer to create 
suspense and to modify the text in response to reader feedback.26 Furthermore, 
there was no attempt to attract the reader through the story’s visual place-
ment on the page. The story was published in columns of tightly packed text 
and featured only one illustration—always the same—on the first page that it 
appeared in each issue. As such, the “visual power” of the pages dedicated to 
“El halcón negro” was very low. Paul Cleveland defines this as “the degree of 
visual stimulus emanating from a given design: the higher the stimulus, the 
greater the degree for attracting attention.”27
The unappealing presentation of stories like “El halcón negro” was part of 
an editorial strategy that sought to direct children away from reading popular 
stories and toward more edifying literature. The recurring page “Iniciación 
literaria” (“Introduction to Literature”), framed as belonging to the magazine’s 
educational content, was at the top of the literary hierarchy. Featuring poetry 
from named authors such as Chilean Gabriela Mistral, winner of the 1945 Nobel 
Prize in Literature, the layout of this page displayed high levels of visual power 
with a high ratio of images to text, placing short excerpts of poems among 
plentiful and colorful illustrations.28 Written especially for Billiken, Arturo 
Capdevila’s historical serialized stories were also presented in a layout that 
reflected their position in the magazine’s literary hierarchy. The first of these, 
“La infanta mendocina” (“The Princess of Mendoza”), published in 1944, was 
the story of Mercedes, daughter of Argentina’s founding father, José de San 
Martín. Each installment ran over only two consecutive pages and there was at 
least one unique illustration on each page, making the text visually appealing 
and straightforward to read. While this presentation certainly helped showcase 
the work of a named Argentine writer and longtime contributor to Billiken, it 
may have also revealed a tacit editorial acknowledgement that higher levels of 
visual power were necessary to compensate for a narrative that lacked the vis-
ceral excitement of adventure stories. Although “La infanta mendocina” occu-
pied a slot normally reserved for popular serialized stories and was not part of 
Billiken’s educational content, its status in the literary hierarchy was cemented 
by its subsequent publication in book format as part of Biblioteca Billiken (the 
Billiken Library), Editorial Atlántida’s series of world literature adapted for 
young Argentine readers.29
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Billiken’s promotion of literature in book format was explicitly articulated 
through the notes and advertisements that interrupted the text of popular sto-
ries, such as the ones carrying Luis and Juan Carlos’s stories. Luis’s Román’s 
note appeared on page thirty-seven in a red frame in the middle of three col-
umns of text. The columns contained “El halcón negro” and in the bottom cor-
ner there was a small advertisement for Los Chanchin, one of twelve collections 
of Constancio C. Vigil stories sold at that time as the Biblioteca Infantil Atlántida 
(Atlántida Children’s Library). On the facing page there was a full-page advert 
for Biblioteca Billiken. Juan Carlos’s note was presented in the same way and on 
the same page in the following week’s issue. It was the only interruption on the 
page, with the surrounding three columns of text dedicated exclusively to “El 
halcón negro.” On the verso were two columns of the story, and the first col-
umn was an advertisement for a Biblioteca Billiken collection containing works 
by Cervantes, Molière, Dante, Schiller, Thackeray, and Homer. Elsewhere in the 
same story, the Biblioteca Billiken series was promoted indirectly through a series 
of frames containing anonymous, illustrated anecdotes about the importance 
of reading and of forming a library in order to improve one’s future prospects. 
In one, an illustration of a little girl sitting on a bookshelf was captioned: “All 
Figure 2. “A Well-Deserved Prize,” Billiken, issue 1191, 14 September, 1942.
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children should create their own Library and collect therein the best books of 
children’s literature. Good reading is the guarantee of a happy future.” Many 
Argentine editorials published book series in what can be seen as a continua-
tion of Sarmiento’s work with popular libraries, curating catalogs of useful and 
inspirational reading material (some of which was adapted and translated) in a 
nation-building initiative related to the formation of lettered citizens and their 
integration into the Argentine nation-state.30
Through their placement in the magazine, Luis and Juan Carlos’s stories 
were embedded within a wider discourse established in Billiken concerning 
hierarchies of literature and the role of literature in the formation of future 
citizens. The boys’ stories were included as part of an editorial strategy that 
retained readers by offering them what (the magazine thought) they wanted in 
the form of escapist adventure stories, while also reminding the reader that the 
popular story he or she was enjoying was of only limited value. These edito-
rial interventions, which consistently reinforced the importance and status of 
books, constructed the popular stories within the magazine as inherently less 
valuable. Books were to be collected and displayed in home libraries; they were 
a gateway to a prosperous future because those children who eschewed toys in 
favor of books, who respected, preserved, and learned from them, would grow 
up to be useful and happy members of society. The popular serialized stories 
lived and died within the magazine and were not subsequently published in 
book format like those of Constancio C. Vigil or Capdevila, illustrating how 
these editorial interventions were also part of a commercial strategy that sup-
ported Editorial Atlántida’s books division. Despite Luis and Juan Carlos’s 
stories having had only a tentative link to Billiken, their stories were easily co-
opted into the editorial narrative thanks to the magazine’s all-encompassing 
approach, which sought to guide children in all aspects of their lives: home, 
schooling, spiritual life, leisure time, and consumer choices.
CONCLUSION: THE PAR ADOXICAL STATUS OF  
BILLIKEN ’S CHILD READER
Billiken in 1942, with its didactic content and moralizing discourse transmit-
ted through a layout that sought to guide the reading process, appeared, at 
first glance, to fit perfectly with the political regime of the time, which saw 
children in terms of their future potential and the role of education in terms of 
its usefulness to the nation. However, both the editorial process and the wider 
pedagogical and commercial concerns of Constancio C. Vigil and Editorial 
Atlántida were arguably fluid, subject to multilayered influences, and in dia-
logue with multiple ways of thinking about children. In the pages featuring 
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Luis and Juan Carlos’s stories, the simultaneous presence of Vigil’s Vida espiri-
tual (spiritualism masquerading as Catholic nationalism), El Erial (with its New 
School pedagogical influences) alongside affirmations of the benefits of reading 
(referencing Sarmiento and the educational tradition of the normal schools) 
reflected Vigil’s rich and varied philosophical and pedagogical hinterland. The 
references to different genealogies of Argentine pedagogical thought within the 
same issue, and sometimes even within the same page, undermined attempts to 
pin down Billiken’s ideological approach to its readers. The relationship of the 
magazine to its readers was further complicated by the construction of the child 
reader as consumer, and by the tension between entertainment and education 
that emerged in the literary content.
Although page layout is used to guide the reading process, the very nature 
of a magazine undermines attempts at editorial control. Unlike a book, a 
magazine does not have to be read in a linear way, and not all of it has to be 
read. As Gunther R. Kress and Theo van Leeuwen explain, “Non-linear texts 
impose a paradigmatics. They select the elements that can be viewed and pres-
ent them according to a certain paradigmatic logic .  .  . but leave the reader to 
sequence and connect them.”31 In the absence of testimonials from child read-
ers, and with very few reader letters published in the 1940s, it is not possible 
to reconstruct how different children read Billiken at that time, although it is 
possible to imagine each reader exercising choice according to level of interest. 
While there was a premium placed on the recovery of children’s voices, the 
often-frustrated desire to uncover historical readers’ experiences extends to 
other contexts. Scholars working on Victorian periodicals, relevant to Billiken 
in terms of the magazine’s republication of popular British fiction from their 
Edwardian and interwar descendants, are similarly restricted to reconstructing 
and imagining Victorian reading practices. As Deborah Wynne states: “Readers 
today, like historical readers, are invited by editors to read each magazine in a 
specific way. No doubt Victorian readers could potentially (and probably did) 
resist this invitation.”32
To imagine the reading practices of Victorian adults and of Billiken’s child 
readers as “akin” to one another is to evoke Marah Gubar’s “kinship model” as 
a way of thinking about children and their agency. Gubar proposes this as an 
alternative to the “difference-model,” which imagines children as (colonized) 
“Other,” and the “deficit-model” that sees children as lacking or incomplete as 
they are on their path to adulthood. The kinship model advocates “maintaining 
that children and adults are fundamentally akin to one another, even if certain 
differences or deficiencies routinely attend certain parts of the ageing process.” 
Just as some of Wynne’s Victorian readers would have been more receptive to 
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editorial guidance than others, Billiken’s child readers would have responded 
in various ways as individuals and not as a heterogeneous group. Billiken does, 
of course, engage adult producers of children’s culture in the “risky business” 
of deciding what children want, and it is beyond the scope of this article to 
analyze the vast body of work that problematizes this.33 However, it is possible 
that Editorial Atlántida’s own conception of their child readers was that they 
were akin to, and not necessarily deficient or different from, their adult readers. 
Constancio C. Vigil’s publishing empire produced what Bontempo has called a 
“continent” of publications that aimed to reach different members of the house-
hold. Beginning with the general interest magazine Atlántida in 1918 (published 
until 1970), Vigil also founded the women’s weekly Para Ti (1922 to present), 
and El Gráfico (from 1919 until it was sold in 1998). The latter was initially a 
men’s magazine and only became exclusively dedicated to sport in 1931. Mirta 
Varela notes that when Billiken was launched, its striking appearance and use 
of modern graphic techniques made it look similar to the magazines sold to 
adults at the time. At twenty cents, it was also the same price as most maga-
zines for an adult readership.34 By catering to different sectors of the population, 
Editorial Atlántida constructed both adults and children as consumers, seeking 
to respond to their interests in order to increase circulation, and offering them 
a way of participating in Argentina’s emerging modernity while guiding them 
in their consumer choices.
A further paradox is that Billiken’s editors presented a carefully crafted edito-
rial message while literally inviting readers to take scissors to it. The same edi-
torial message that encouraged the reading of books constructed the magazine 
as an object to be used, shared, and ultimately disposed of; not a precious object 
to be read at home and then safely stored on a shelf. Billiken was and is a mul-
timodal text, defined by Kress and Van Leeuwen as “any text whose meanings 
are realized through more than one semiotic code.”35 This magazine has invited 
active, engaged readers to participate in meaning making as they cut out, color 
in, and make models from its pages. If the editorial team’s intention has been 
to control the reading experience and guide the reader toward becoming the 
ideal future citizen/consumer, it is surely paradoxical that in doing so it has 
handed creative control over to that reader. As readers have engaged with the 
materiality of the magazine, they inevitably use it in unanticipated ways. In a 
rare example of a child’s voice found in Billiken around this time, a letter from 
ten-year-old Colombian Irilita describes cutting out the dolls in the advertise-
ments so that she can play with them with her little sisters.36 Readers like Irilita 
constructed their own experience of the magazine, which has been, to varying 
degrees, in dialogue or tension with the overall editorial message.
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By 1942, Billiken was replete with modern images of children similar to 
the “New Kid” of the United States, identified by Gary Cross as “naughty but 
nice” and just rebellious enough to be “cute.”37 In Billiken, the Argentinean 
version of the “New Kid” can be found in advertisements, comic strips, and in 
the covers illustrated by Lino Palacio. However, the treatment of Luis and Juan 
Carlos shows that when it came to real (as opposed to illustrated) children, 
Figure 3. Cover of Billiken, issue 1191, September 14, 1942. Artwork by Lino Palacio.
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more traditional representations were favored. In the early 1940s, it was quite 
rare for real children to appear in Billiken and it is notable that even as Luis 
and Juan Carlos’s stories were featured, so little information is offered about 
them. Their motivations for carrying out their good deeds and their experience 
of the subsequent reaction were unrecorded. In the notes that contain their 
stories, the names and addresses of the adults involved, and the school and 
police structures to which they pertained, crowded out references to the boys. 
Luis and Juan Carlos are visible but silenced; caught up in an editorial project 
that attempts to satisfy multiple stakeholders—children, parents, teachers, and 
school authorities—while balancing the attainment of commercial success with 
the transmission of a multilayered philosophical worldview in a repressive 
political context. These boys became subsumed in a wider cultural discourse 
and were presented in the same way as the newsboys in school reading books 
or the fictional children whose morality parables illustrate Vida espiritual. It is 
clear that Billiken’s editorial team placed children at the heart of the magazine 
at that time, but it is also apparent that these children existed as an idea, a con-
cept, or a construction that decentered real children like Luis and Juan Carlos.
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